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WHAT IS THE PRESENT ATTITUDE OF COLLEGESTUDENTS TOWARD ORGANIZED
RELIGION?
ALBERT PARKER FITCH
AmherstCollege

I
It is not easy to give any answerto this questionwhich will
be sufficientlyaccurateto be illuminating. It is never a simple
matter to discernwhat youth is thinking or feeling, either on
those matters which it believes to be important to itself or
those which it is aware we propose or desire it should regard
as such. There is always a gulf fixed between middle age and
youth though for the most part age only dimly comprehends
it. We who have grown up rememberour childhood with
sufficient and rather sentimental clearness and we have a
vivid realization alike of the trials, the responsibilities,and
the privileges of age. But the years of our adolescencetend
to fade from our memory. Those days of swift transition,
of continuous experimentation, of unrelated, irresponsible,
and ephemeral expansions left no enduring marks upon the
tablets of the mind. For the most part we have so far forgotten their significancethat we do not even realizethey have
passed out of our recordedconsciousness.
This largely accounts, I think, for the characteristicimpatience of our self-protectiveprudencewith the gay and careless
destructiveness of newly awakened life. This is why age
113
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has more of jealousy than sympathy for youth and why it is
more prone to expect adolescence to understand and pay
tribute to what appear to it the self-evident standards of
maturity, than to rememberthe need and difficultyof thinking
itself back into the morningof life. Few older men can deal
with youth imaginatively. Hence professor and student
live side by side in outer decorumand superficialcompanionship, but the real springs of action and the scales of value by
which youth builds its life are often carefully concealed.
This is particularly true when the discussion deals with
matters of faith and conduct. The sense of the maladjustment between an older and a younger generationis strongest
here. Youth does not understand its own attitude toward
religion any too well. It is both self-conscious and selfexacting and these traits increase the inhibitions induced by
the sense of the obtuseness and remoteness of older lives.
Moreover,youth is not unaware that the reasons age brings
forward in the support of established institutions are often
more ostensible than real, that it is not so much the intrinsic
worth of organizedreligionas it is its by-productof stability,
comfort, and professional security which endears it to its
defenders. The Profitsof Religionis a grotesquelyunfair and
one-sided book but there is truth in it and just the kind of
truth that youth can perceive. Youth thinks that age
demands more of it in the way of intellectual and moral
docility than it, itself, is preparedto give.
In short, a communityof young people strives on the whole
towardhigherstandardsof thought and conduct than does the
armored and respectable middle age around it. However
fantastic and perverse some of its contemporaryexpressions
may seem, neverthelessit is generallydistinguishedby ethical
insight and moral sensitiveness. Youth sometimes fails
dreadfully but it is more honest with itself regarding its
failures, realizes their nature more keenly, and takes them
more seriously than does the older life about it. Hence the
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spiritual atmosphereof a college or a parish, which offers the
only mediumfor the exchangeof real thought and emotion, is
cloudedby false values. The young idealists in it are tonguetied and uncertain except when talking among themselves;
the older formalists are too exacting, especially of other
people, and too expressive, at least in public. Hence the
initial suspicion with which youth regards both professional
advocates and conventional forms of religion; hence the
voluntary expression of religion among the better undergraduates is meager, reticent, not easily analyzed. Quite
aside from any other reasons there is something inherent in
the nature of the relationshipand the different status of the
lives composing it in a college community which makes a
just and accuratecommonunderstandingdifficult.
The first thing, then, to rememberabout such a discussion
as this is the peril of quick answers. We are hearing a good
deal at present about the godlessness of modern youth and
the immorality of the present generation. But easy summations of undergraduateattitudes, either by way of censorious
condemnationor sentimental praise, are all likely to go wide
of the mark. We should understand youth better if we
were more confident of it, more critical of ourselves; if we
approachedit with a mixture of disinterestedand expectant
observation and some personal humility. There is something truly ironical in the apparent simplicity of academic
relationships,something almost fatuous in the bland acceptance on the part of older men and women of the mere appearances in youth of virtue or vice, piety or irreligion. There is
something, too, profoundlyunjust in the easy generalizations,
the all but absolute judgmentsby which an establishedorder
betrays its resentmentat the criticalscrutinyor frankhostility
of young life.
II

Let us attempt then a dispassionate analysis, from the
point of view of the churches,of the undergraduatecommunity.
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We shall discern at once three conventionalattitudes toward
organizedreligion on the part of college students. They are
all of them classic; they illustrate,in the realmof the religious
interests, correspondingreactions having the same characteristic emphases and approacheswhich may be found in the
economic and social and political life of the time. First:
thereis the naturalconformist. He is the boy who is temperamentally "good," who identifies religious faith with external
moralpractices. He issues from average, middle-classAmerican life, the son of a thrifty, practical, unimaginativehousehold. He has had a sober and careful bringing up. He has
been taught to read the Scriptures, to say his prayers, to
attend church. There is often a frank and naive strain of
commercialismin his piety; he has been schooledto remember
that social disgraceor academic failure, or material ruin, are
the punishments of irreligion and immorality. He largely
conceives of religion in the terms of group respectability;
assumes that the content of the moral law is practically unchanging from generation to generation. Wrong and right
are simple and self-evident; they are mutually exclusive
territories, separated by clear boundary lines. Faith and
characterare achieved by remainingin the right territory.
Boys of this group often have substantial sanity, a rather
shrewd and sensible scale of values. But their imaginative
deficiencies, their narrow range of desires and interests,
with the accompanyingintolerance and complacency make
them unlovable and relatively negligible figures among their
peers. This group has sent many recruits into the ministry
in the past. Some of them have become saints and have
deepened and enriched the life of the profession. But on
the whole they have not strengthenedit. They have not had
enough creative ability to be great preachers. They have
approachedthe ministrywith a too simple notion of its duties;
it has been strangely mechanicalizedin their minds. It has
appearedto consist of preachingpleasantly an accepted mes-
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sage furnishedready to their hands, of making routine calls,
of gently perpetuating existing organizations-even if with
a slowly diminishing momentum! Instinctively they have
expected the institution to carry them; the officeto make the
man, not the man the office. It was such innocuous,if complacent conformitywhich the late William E. Godkin had in
mind, when, referringto a distinguished foreign university,
he observed that it was an ideal place for those youth who
were chiefly interested "in lawn tennis, gardening,and true
religion."
The numbersof these men, however,are diminishingin the
college just as middle-class religion, with its passion for
respectabilityand its identificationof faith with conventional
conduct is, in proportion to the growth of the population,
everywherediminishingas well.
Second: there is the group of the young institutionalists.
They are a more characteristicproduct of our present society
and therefore more significant to our discussion. They
come froma richerand widerenvironment,are moredeveloped
personalities, than their conforming comrades. They do
not share in the moral naivet6 of the first class; sometimes
they do not share its moral scrupleseither. The boys of this
group identify religion with a half-romantic, half-mystical
allegiance to impressive and picturesque institutions. They
link up this allegiance in their minds with subscription to
creed, a sort of class allegiance to the formulaepromulgated
by an imperial and established organization. There are
certain classic statements of the Christianfaith. They move
the imagination,both subdue and elevate the minds of sensitive and reflectiveyouth, partly by their aestheticand mystical
appeal, partly by the very prestige of their antiquity. They
are the confessionsof faith of a splendidand imperialstanding
order. They appeal to the best in the aristocraticimpulse,
its sense of the continuity of life, its perceptionthat you must
not divorce the present from the past, its understandingof
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the slowly refining,carefullygarnereddeposit which makes up
all that is best in human experience.
These youth are not moved by any terrificmoral struggle
or by the evangelicalpassion for soul-saving. The prophetic
note in them is absent. They are Churchmen; social and
religious Conservatives. Sometimes when they grow older
they, like John Neville Figgis, carryside by side with medieval
forms of religion quite radical views in political economy and
social science. But essentially religionis to them a perpetuation of an establishedand authoritativeorder.
When these men enter the ministry, they become not so
much the shepherdsof sheep as spiritualgovernorsof parishes.
The world regards with something of reluctant admiration,
somethingmoreof covert hostility and distrust, their amalgam
of the urbane mannersand self-assuranceof this world, with
the offices of priest and preacher. Boys whose religious
instinct expresses itself in these ways are increasing among
us and they are turningnaturally to the Roman and Anglican
communions. The main currentof our age flows steadily and
relentlesslyagainst the institutionalistand his type of religion.
But there are many cross-currentsin any generationand a new
exaltation of institutional religion is one of them which is
discernibleat this moment. As the Americanhome becomes
more and more sophisticated and society becomes older,
more highly developed and rigid in its customs, allegianceto
all established institutions grows among us. It represents
the determined effort of a relatively completed and well
adjusted social order to defend itself, its achievements no
less than its privileges,from the crudenessand destructiveness
of the new forces now struggling upward in society. Most
men who have gained anything of permanence hate and
fear change. They identify the accompanimentsof a new
order,its bohemianliving, its flippantand recklessiconoclasm,
its attacks upon special privilege with the order itself. This,
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they think, is all there is to it. So they withdrawinto the citadel of institutional orthodoxies.
A fair number of college men who are now entering the
ministry are of this group. It does not matter much what
learning they receive in college which seems to vitiate either
the historic pretensionsor the intellectual statements of their
faith. They have already cast in their lot with the older
order, they are not inquirersso much as they are partisans.
They will by no means be a negligible force in the coming
generation. By no perceivablepossibilitycan they becomethe
leadersof the age into whichwe are now advancing. But they
will skilfullyand resolutelyoppose it; they are far more formidable opponentsthan their simplerbrethrenof the first group,
and they will have considerableinfluence.
Third: there is the young humanitarian. He is a common
and obvious type of undergraduate,more in evidencea decade
ago than now, the boy who expresseshis religion through its
substitutes, who meets his spiritual problem by evading it.
He puts effects in the place of causes; practical efficiency
takes the place of spiritual insight. The ardent if superficial
humanismof recent years has producedthe youth who identifies religion with social reform, piety with organizedbenevolence, and spiritual leadershipwith administrativeefficiency.
To work is to pray, social service is character, a rarefied
amiabilityis faith.
Such a lad is a past master at planning a missionarycampaign, engineeringa student conference,and "promoting" a
Bible class. He knows how to "swing it right." He sees
nothing incongruous in organizing a risqu6 undergraduate
vaudevilleshow to raise money for the supportof a settlement
house. He will be found teaching at a down-townmission, or
acting as scoutmasterfor local gamins, or installed as a religious work director. He is a wholesome and aggressive
youth, friendly,rather too approachable,amazingly able and
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resourcefulin practicalaffairs. He has character,is not imaginative, is terriblyat ease in Zion. It is largelyfromthis group
that the ever-to-be replenished ranks of student Christian
associationsecretaries,graduatesecretaries,student-volunteer
leaders, are recruited.
These men, for the most part, accept the essentials of the
present order. They do not scrutinize the intellectual and
emotional sources of our present religious and economic
structure. They would rathermitigate its abuses than reform
its principles. They are natural if unconsciouspragmatists.
Their passion is for action; they want always to be "doing
things." The goal of social service, which is ever before their
eyes and their passion for "results" makes them superficial
leaders. They take refuge from the difficultiesof thought in
the opportunitiesof action.
A few of these men, not many, go into the ministry. Generally speaking, it repels them by its emphasisupon religious
passion and spiritual insight. Also, they are contemptuous
of what seem to be the lax business methods and practical
inefficiency of the average church. They are not so large
a group in the college as they were before the war, for its
brutal dislocationsshook this type of youth out of his notion
of salvation by expansionand reformationby machinery.
III
Probably all the men of these three groups which we have
been discussingrepresentwhen combineddecidedly less than
half the undergraduatebody. The remainderof it, which is
a substantial majority of the whole number, forms the group
which is most significantto our purpose. It can be classified
under two heads. First: there are the modern pagans. A
large number of contemporaryundergraduatesare not irreligious today, they are non-religious. They are neither hostile
nor contemptuous as regards religion; they are indifferent
to it, they know nothing about it, they are relativelyincapable
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of experiencingit. There is much truth in the neglected
Calvinistic doctrines of election and predestination. Probably all men cannot be saved; some of them are antecedently
incapableof salvation. Such boys as I am describingare the
natural product of the materialismand commercialismwhich
representsone-halfof the Americancharacterof the moment;
they are neither very much better nor worse than the homes
fromwhich they issue. But this groupof obtuse and unawakened lads is one of the most significantfactorsin undergraduate
life, more characteristicof the immediateproblemwhich confronts the college and the nation than any one of the other
groupswe have as yet mentioned. The grosserformsof immorality are not commonamongthem, they are more vulgar than
vicious, hopelessly secular, but not bad. Their language is
callouslyprofaneand has a sort of a-moralcoarsenessabout it.
Their literature is principally Snappy Stories, the Saturday
EveningPost, and the sportingpages of the daily prints. Their
most natural occupationsappear to be striving for some club,
indulging in college gossip, or indefinitediscussionof athletic
events in which they themselvestook no part, and alternating
between the "movies" and innumerabledances.
In short, they are men in whom the aesthetic,intellectual,
and spiritual interests are almost wholly undevelopedand to
whom organizedreligionmakes no contributionand for which
they feel no slightest need. Religion in general would seem
to have no quid pro quo to offer them. The numberof these
men has very largelyincreasedin the Americancollege. They
are changing its habits of thought and conduct, its scale of
values as regards courses, the whole aesthetic and emotional
level of the group. They undertaketheir four years of college
life mostly for social or practicalreasonsand they leave college
nearly always for business or for law.
If organizedreligionwants to test out how much of a power
it still is in the college, let it see if it can evangelizethis group.
Successor failurewith them would be an actual measureof its
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vitality, a real snatching of brands from the burning. The
other groupswe have discussedare temperamentallydisposed
toward some sort of acceptanceof the churches. This group
is one of the two for whose salvation the churchesspecifically
exist. We should never draw many leadersfrom its numbers;
can we recruit the laity from it ? It is significant that at
present this group remainsalmost wholly untouchedeither by
college preachingor by the Y.M.C.A. activities of the undergraduatebody.
Finally, there are the intellectual and aesthetic radicals.
This group probably comprehendsby far the largest number
of valuable men in the college community. It is composedof
the boys who have both intellectual and emotional equipment
and along with their brains and their heart, they have the
accompanying spirit of the adventurer. Such youth are
natural come-outers. They are possessedof characteras well
as intellect. Their moral code is often not that of their
elders and they are sometimes rather brutal in their disdain
of inheritedprohibitions. But they have a code of their own,
they govern their lives, keep their appetites within reasonable
bounds, respect themselves. They have a passion for intellectual integrity and for accurateappreciationsand judgments.
They are unsentimentalby nature, and dislike, as they dislike
few other things, the boy who is only temperamentallyor
emotionally religious. They have a disconcertinghabit of
ignoringthe considerationsof expediencyor the sensitiveness
of their interlocutorswhen scrutinizinga convictionor analyzing an institution.
Now the most significantfact we have yet touched upon is
that these men also are almost wholly outside the influenceof
organizedreligion. The first reasonfor this is eitherthe lack of
any religioustrainingin their homes or churchin their earlier
youth or, as is more often the case, their having received a
trainingwhich has been both mistakenand inadequatein content. Neither Sunday school nor minister ever pointed out
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to them the differencebetween scientific and religious truth.
Scientific truth is the exact agreement of observation and
judgmentwith fact. It is an affairof the intellect, it calls for
mental accuracy,is capableof precisedemonstration. Ethical
truth is the harmoniousadjustment of conduct to the moral
and social constitutionof man. Insight into the natureof this
adjustmentis as much, if not more,an affairof the imagination
than of the mind; the allegiance to ethical truth might be
called more of a practical than an intellectual experience.
Moral truth is not capable of mathematical demonstration,
but only of a gradual and relative verificationin experience.
Religious truth again is the perception of the right relations
between man and the universe as a whole. Such truth is
generally presented to mankind in the form of personalities,
it comes in the guise of personageswho by their imaginative
insight, their spiritual intuitiveness, have worked out or
graspedan attitude both toward men and God which satisfies
and interprets the lives and consciencesof those who behold
it. There are speculative, mystical, and aesthetic values in
religious truth which do not enter into scientific observation
of fact. The imaginationplays a part here which it does not
play with the natural investigator.
Now such fundamentaldistinctions are primary elements
in religious growth and education. But for the most part
they are not given by churchesor parents. Able youth are
sent to college believing that the truth of religion stands or
falls with historical accuracy of the gospel narrative or with
the correctnessof inherited systems of opinion. They have
been encouragedto identify religious truth either with theological beliefs or with faith in some inerrant writings or
with the concept of an omniscient Christ. When the
church says that Jesus is the truth, it is talking of truth
as a form of personality, as a system of relations, and
of the Lord Jesus as being, by the commonconsent of human
experienceand observation, all that a man ought to be in
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these relations. He is truth in its final form, a true person.
All this, these men have not been taught; they suppose that
what the churchasserts is "true," is some particularbrand of
theological or ecclesiasticalorthodoxy. Thus, their teaching
beforeever they come to collegehas given them no preparation
for what they will find there; it not only has been deficientbut
it has been positively false.
The inevitable of course happens when these boys of
potential intellectualand aestheticpowerare introducedto the
free intellectual processes and stimulated by the sudden
expansion of scientific knowledge which come to them as
undergraduates. They quickly perceive how far the thought
and feeling and knowledge of their day have outstripped the
creed and practice of ecclesiastical,as of other contemporary,
organizations. They perceive that to some real degree the
churchesare outmoded in conduct and reactionaryin belief.
They are awarehow far contemporarypsychologicaland social
science has advanced beyond the consciousness of most
preachersand how dreadfullyit discreditstheir usual concepts
regardingnature and human life. They have an acute and
somewhat exaggerated perception of how discarded is the
philosophicview of the worldwhich lies behind classic systems
of theology and they see how inconsistent with the ethics of
Jesus is both the theory and the practice of our imperialistic
and ruthlessly competitive society. They are aware that
consciously or unconsciously the laity support the churches
quite as much for social and economicas for religiousreasons.
In short, they perceivethat their inheritedethical, theological,
and ecclesiasticalorthodoxieswill not stand the test of scientific
investigations and they think these are to be identified with
religion. Hence, not understanding the nature of religious
truth they soon lose any sense of the value of it. In the
beginning, they look with scorn upon the minister as the
official of an order of ideas which he must know is no longer
defensibleand they regardthe church as a drag upon society.
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Now these are able boys. And before they are through
their Senioryear they have become more or less aware of the
differencebetweenreligionand theology, an art and its science,
the self-verifyingmoral and spiritual experienceof the Lord
Jesus and any particularphilosophicor practical implications
with which men have clothed it. They have come to perceive
the differencebetweenreligiousand scientifictruths. But it is
then, for the most part, too late to reclaim them, because
their active lives have alreadygotten substitutes for the faith
which they discarded. They are absorbed in intellectual
pursuits. Just as we are told of Darwin that his early and
vivid delight in music became entirely atrophied through
long absorptionin purely scientificpursuits so the interest of
these youths in the distinctively religious expressionof their
ethical and imaginative life has perished. They give themselves to philosophy or economics or political science; they
are still devoted men but their devotion is to wisdom, they
worshiptruth, not the God of truth. They are young men of
character,but it is respect for themselvesand humanity, not
awe and loyalty in the presenceof a holy being, which is alike
the motive and the sanction of their conduct. Some of them
give a genuine discipleshipto the old classic ideals of beauty
and of justice. They prefer this to the personalizedand too
often the timid and obscurantistreligionof the churches.
Othermen in this group,not possessingas great intellectual
power or as keen scientificinterests, hold aloof from organized
religion for aesthetic reasons. They are sensitive to the
various aspects of beauty. Indeed, boys who understandthe
significanceand value of the aesthetic world are rapidly on
the increasein this group. To them the stenciled walls and
carpeted floors, the anomalous furnishings and frock-coated
officials, the popular romantic and quite irreligiousmusic of
the average Protestant sanctuary are both ludicrous and
repellent. With all the joyous cruelty of youth they pitilessly
analyze and condemnit.
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More and more the college is trainingthese abler youth to
a critical appreciationof the intimate and significantrelationship between sublimeideas and deep emotionsand a restrained
and beautiful, an austere and reverent, expressionof them.
The very age itself, with its immensely increasedinterest in
the dramaticand plastic and descriptivearts, tends more and
more to feed their imaginativelife and to make the standards
of that life more consciouslyexacting. But our averagenonliturgical service has not much to offer their critically trained
perceptions. They findlittle of beauty or of awe in the Sunday
morningservice. Indeed our churchhabits are pretty largely
the transfer into the sanctuary of the hearty conventions of
middle-class family life. The expressions and attitudes of
life which are precious to such youth, the subtle and precise
and mystical ones get small recognition here. They feel
like uncomfortableoutsidersor truculentmisfits in the Sunday
morningcongregation. Therefore,partly for reasonsof intellectual integrity and partly for reasons of a genuine and
aesthetic distaste and partly because organized religion has
been crowdedout by other interestswhich also feed mind and
spirit they avoid the Christianchurch. It does not seem to
move in their world. They are quite aware that it tries to
stand for, and once did stand for, real values. They, too,
think those values are real but that they are no longer within
its custody.
It is conceded that very few of the abler men in college
today, either the students of distinguished intellectual or
creative capacity, are turning toward the Christianministry.
It does not seem to me difficultin the light of what we have
been saying to understandwhy. It is not because these men
are devoid of religiouscapacity or of ethical loyalties. Quite
the contrary; they are the men who are going to be the leaders
of the higher life of their generation. But modernlife offers
many new professionsand occupationsinto which imaginative
spirits and keen minds may enter. The new engineeringpro-
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fessions, the opportunitiesof big business, give scope for the
work of the constructiveimagination and the analysis of the
keen mind, which an earlierand simplerage denied. Political
and economic reform calls for the highest moral and mental
qualities. Hence it is not altogether consonant with the
genius of our day that it should produce such conventionally
religiousspiritsas medieval civilizationgave birth to. Nevertheless, the generaldefection of this group upon the Christian
ministry and the churchesis gravely significantas to the probable immediate future of organizedreligion. For if we have
lost our hold on men of this sort, then, whether or not we
win the battle at any otherpoint of the line, our real successin
controllingthe thought and feeling of society is problematic
indeed. If we have lost these men as both laymen and leaders
in the churches,all other gains are gravely diminishedthereby.
It would not be true, I suppose, of this group, that they
would say that the ministry is not a "man-sized" job. They
began, in the first flush of intellectual activity in their Sophomoreyear, by saying that, but now they would be quite aware
that religiousand moral leadershipof this generationoffers a
herculean task. But they have become indifferent to it
and are rather of the conviction that the churchesare neither
able nor indeed anxious to really undertake it. There is
plenty of dormant religious capacity in this group, much
unexpressedspiritualability. But it regardsthe only ministry
possible for it in this generation,because the only one compatible with clear thinking and fine feeling, as one outside of
the ecclesiasticalinstitution. This is obviouslya half-truth,by
no means a perfectly just attitude. But then all human convictions are combinationsof half-truths; vague hearsay,blank
prejudice,fond fancy, are componentparts of all our thinking
and feeling. We shall never gain the men of this group by
railing at them or by pitying ourselves for their unsympathetic attitude or by denying the large measureof justification
that lies beneath it. If we ever do win back their allegiance
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it will be by a generousand frank appreciationof those very
gifts of intellect and characterwhich have turned them away.
And we shall make a grave mistake if we suppose that in any
age of the world keen minds and tempered spirits have been
shut up to our expressionof the higher life.
My general attitude must be clear from the foregoing
observations. The attitude of college students toward organized religionis very far from what we should like it to be, but
the trouble is not so much with these young men as with our
own organization. Able and sensitive youth are naturally
religious. They are also naturally scrupulousthat whatever
of religion they bring themselves to openly espouse, shall
be candid in spirit, intelligent in content, beautiful and dignified in expression. If there is to be again a warmand confident
alliance between academic and ecclesiastical life and if the
ablest youths are again to enter the ministry, the churches
will have to change more than the colleges. In so far as religious institutionsadapt their interpretationsof religiousexperience to the world-viewof today, accordingas they promulgate
a moral code not formed to meet the problemsof a vanished
and simplerorderof society but adaptedto the new and urgent
problemsof an urban and industrialcivilization, and in so far
as they can recognize that the beautiful has as much place
in life as the holy and the good, they will interest and attract
undergraduatelife. There is an infinite pathos in the wistfulness with which many idealistic boys regardthe church today
as an organizationhostile to mental freedom, indifferent to
beauty, and insistent on a procrustean morality; there is
something deeper than pathos in the indifferenceand almost
contempt which exists between so many youth in the coming
generation and the Christian church. In their heart of
hearts these boys would like to worship, to believe, to openly
espouse a holy and a sacrificiallife. If that be true, what is
the reason the church can do so little with them?

